UNDERSTANDING THE NEED
TO BRING EDISCOVERY IN-HOUSE
WHITE P A P E R

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Corporate counsel and in-house legal teams have struggled for over 20
years to deal with copious amounts of electronically stored information
(ESI) in varying forms of documents, emails, database files, system data,
audio and video recordings, images, instant and text messages, social
media, internet pages, and other data produced by myriad online devices.
Still unable to fully access or process all their data, they find themselves
adrift as they try to navigate a stormy sea of eDiscovery challenges
including preserving, collecting, processing, reviewing, and producing
information in response to a growing number of requests related to:
•
•
•
•
•

Laws and regulations throughout multiple geographies
Disclosure requirements across various jurisdictions
Government and agency inspections and audits
Due diligence procedures
An increasing number of legal actions and lawsuits

Legal department leaders are left rudderless, their radar screens
unrelentingly blank at the exact moment top executives and board
members look to them for predictability and guidance.
The public demands more corporate transparency even as regulations such
as the GDPR promise harsher fines for privacy violations. While in-house
counsel struggle to stay afloat, the dark clouds of data spoliation and
privacy violations loom overhead, threatening to rain down excessive fines,
penalties, and reputation damage at the slightest slipup.
It is an unlovely, untenable position to be in, particularly for those whose
main role is to keep the company operating on safe, solid ground. Yet, as we
discuss in our white paper “Discover eDiscovery,” this is what it means to be
facing eDiscovery challenges in many corporate legal departments today.
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TRADITIONAL WAYS
OF COPING KEEP YOU UP
AT NIGHT
Traditional methods of handling unruly amounts of data in eDiscovery
processes result in unacceptable delays and astronomical costs. And still,
you lie awake at 2:38 a.m. wrestling with the weight of what’s left unknown.
Antiquated technologies and manual processes fail to deliver the intelligent
insights you need to ease increasing compliance, risk management, and
litigation pressures. With little more than basic search tools at your disposal,
you’re forced to make assumptions, guess at probabilities, and hope for the
best.

I.
HOPE IS NOT A STRATEGY
Defensible eDiscovery starts with traceable, proven data preservation and
collection processes. Hoping your best efforts are good enough is not an
acceptable legal strategy.
A legal director who assumes a software retains metadata when it archives
files without ever confirming that it actually does might as well cross her
fingers and make a wish. Creating a list of keywords to identify relevant
documents without ever checking the documents left behind for missed or
critical new information is essentially backing up initial guesswork with a
shrug.
Entirely way too much rides on thorough, accurate eDiscovery results to rely
on hope, shrugs, and guesswork.
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TRADITIONAL WAYS
OF COPING KEEP YOU UP
AT NIGHT
II.
IT TOOLS A N D P OIN T S OLU TION S
MAKE YOU SOUND LIKE A MYSTERY
STORYTELLER
You may have a team of brilliant IT geniuses in your corner designing clever
tech solutions. But even the most well-intentioned IT staff often lack the
appropriate forensic tools and adequate training to handle legal evidence
properly.
You must be able to produce clear audit trails and uninterrupted chain of
custody records. Instead, you risk winding up in front of authorities ducttaping together convoluted accounts of what probably happened when. You
sound like you’re telling mystery stories.
The days when legal holds could be managed with Excel spreadsheets are
well behind us. Manual practices such as searching for and reviewing
documents with Microsoft tools, scanning in hard file copies, and using
Adobe to redact private information belong to a bygone era.
These manual practices always sucked up phenomenal amounts of time
and money without ever fully meeting your needs. Now, they can’t even
come close to effectively handling today’s corporate data tsunamis while still
meeting preservation and privacy expectations.
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TRADITIONAL WAYS
OF COPING KEEP YOU UP
AT NIGHT
III.
BUT WAI T … IS N ’ T TH IS OU TS ID E
COUNSEL’S JOB?
Staunch adherents to “the way things have always been,” law firms are
hesitant to adopt new technologies. Technology introduces major
efficiencies that reduce the time and manpower needed to get work done.
Good for you. Not so good for law firms that base income on the billable
hour. Who wants efficiency when it means you bill fewer hours?
A 2018 report indicates that only 5 percent of law firms are making a major
investment in their e-discovery services, while 37 percent are not making
any further investment in e-discovery services, preferring instead to integrate
their offerings with their clients’ technologies or those provided by alternative
legal service providers.
A reliance on outside service providers does nothing to reduce outside legal
spend. Worse, it adds unnecessary security risks because your data is more
vulnerable to leaks or hacks during transfers. And transferring vast amounts
of ESI to service providers can go about as well as trying to empty an ocean
with a cup.
Learn more about the hidden costs multiplying under the cloak of “how
we’ve always done things” in the whitepaper “The Hidden Costs of
eDiscovery.”
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ANSWERS AND INSIGHTS
TO BUILD
A BETTER FUTURE
Today’s advanced eDiscovery technology systems are corporate counsels’
modern-day lifelines. Using advanced search capabilities, data analytics,
and artificial intelligence (AI), they extract intelligent insights and actionable
answers from within your data. It is specifically designed to standardize all
file formats and quickly learn what you want from them.
By bringing advanced eDiscovery technologies in-house, you gain the ability
to perform all eDiscovery processes internally including identification,
preservation, collection, process, review, analysis, and production of data.
And you create a safe harbor for your organization’s data that adapts to your
challenges now and into the future.
Benefits are immediate. Quicker, more thorough first-pass reviews of your
data inform your estimation of a project’s complexity and help you:
•
•
•

determine optimal strategies early in a project,
evaluate potential timelines for moving forward,
more accurately forecast budgets and resources needed.

B Y B R I N G I N G A D VA N C E D E D I S C O V E R Y
T E C H N O LO GI E S I N - H O U S E ,
YOU GAIN THE ABILITY TO P ERFORM ALL
EDISCOV ERY P ROCESSES INTERNALLY
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TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR
EDISCOVERY
More corporate legal departments are insourcing activities such as
preservation, collection, and processing of data to curb outside legal spend
and reap other time-saving benefits internal eDiscovery technologies bring.
A legal staff member who is up to speed on the corporate data profile and
who has in-house eDiscovery technology is all some corporations need to
reduce reliance on outside vendors and law firms. Adam Platt, senior
eDiscovery analyst at FirstBank, recently shared how relying on an internal
eDiscovery platform allows him to manage the company’s data on his own
and cut third-party costs considerably.
Platt’s use of in-house eDiscovery also improves the internal investigatory
abilities of other departments such as IT and HR. Platt’s strong handle on
FirstBank’s data and eDiscovery processes brings greater cost predictability,
easier collaborations with outside parties, and the ability to ramp up quickly
for future litigation.
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MANAGE YOUR OWN
LEGAL REVIEW
PLATFORM
An in-house eDiscovery platform is an organized, central location where all
your data is standardized and all eDiscovery processes for your entire
organization (IT, HR, legal, compliance), outside advisors, and any other third
parties originate and end.
You’re in complete control of who goes where with what data and when.
Detailed records tracing all activities ensure defensibility.
The software automatically integrates into business applications you’re
already using such as Microsoft Office 365 and Outlook. Collaboration with
third parties flows much more smoothly. Outside counsel benefit, too, with
access to your advanced technologies. Easily analyze their productivity, and
switch advisors simply by taking the keys away from one and handing them
to another.
The CFO is happy because eDiscovery software is available as a
subscription service. Scale your efforts in safe, manageable increments that
make sound legal and economical sense. Costs for all your organization’s
eDiscovery projects are consolidated within a single platform, resulting in
better hosting pricing without the expense of additional infrastructure.
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EDISCOVERY PROCESSES
TO BRING
IN-HOUSE
Even with a complete, end-to-end platform in-house, you may elect to
outsource any one or more eDiscovery process. Choose the most costeffective options on a case-by-case basis.
Many companies elect to preserve, collect, and cull data internally, which
results in significant cost savings by greatly reducing the amount of data
sent to outside counsel for review. Businesses are discovering that three
eDiscovery practices are ideally performed by internal corporate legal teams:
Legal Hold, Early Case Assessments, and Technology Assisted Review.

I.
IMPROVED LEGAL HOLDS
Courts weigh many factors when determining their expectations of a party’s
ability (and therefore duty) to preserve ESI. Because corporations typically
have access to more plentiful resources, courts place higher expectations at
their doors. Government bodies and regulatory agencies follow suit.
Your ability to avoid data spoliation is substantially improved by using the
advanced analytics, automation, and AI of modern eDiscovery platforms.
Competitive pricing structures and cloud-based services make the right
technologies readily available and increasingly affordable. Undoubtedly,
courts, governments, and regulating bodies will weigh these factors, too, and
ultimately determine that corporations - perfectly positioned as they are to
adopt in-house eDiscovery - must be held to the utmost highest of
standards in ESI preservation.
That undoubtedly fuels the trend revealed in a recent report showing
litigation hold technology is a key priority for 59% of U.S. corporate legal
department leaders, with 83% of large legal departments saying procuring
legal hold technology is key priority for improvement.
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EDISCOVERY PROCESSES
TO BRING
IN-HOUSE
Thankfully, the highest standards are now achievable with technology that
addresses legal hold as an essential component of the eDiscovery process.
Distribute and track notifications and questionnaires to let custodians know
their documents are part of matter tracked by legal. Extensive
documentation makes in-house legal hold activities traceable, repeatable,
and defensible. (In stark contrast to the mysteries created by IT and point
solutions.)

II.
INFORMATIVE EARLY CASE ASSESSMENTS
Data analytics offer critical, holistic insights into your data, presenting a
more accurate picture of the real story beneath the data. Advanced tools
such as conceptual clustering, data visualization and sentiment analysis
uncover meaningful trends as well as relevant facts within your data. The
software extracts critical information such as keys dates and a cast of
characters, and suggests additional search terms to unearth potential
issues.
More corporate counsel are turning to the power of data analytics to get
intelligent answers and insights from their data. An overwhelming majority
of corporate counsel agree that the use of data analytics will become more
widespread over the ne xt 10 years, with 95% of practitioners saying their
data analytics spending will grow or stay level and three times as many
organizations indicating they will "start using analytics for eDiscovery in the
next 12 months.”
A light in-house data review process can be started only a few hours after
the start of data collection. By pe rforming an early case assessment (ECA),
you are better informed to:
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EDISCOVERY PROCESSES
TO BRING
IN-HOUSE
•
•
•

Gain a clearer understanding of the true merits of a case.
Determine whether you should litigate a case or settle early, which can
lead to substantial cost savings if trial is avoided
Get additional leverage to reach a more favorable settlement.

Regulatory, compliance, and due diligence processes also benefit from data
analytics that define attributes specific to your company, spot trends , and
recognize opportunities to align data with investigatory requests. Build
secure, controlled Virtual Data Rooms that drastically speed up the selling,
purchasing, merger and acquisition processes while gaining more control
over the accuracy of your data at an early stage.

III.
FASTER, MORE ACCURATE TECHNOLOGY
ASSISTED REVIEW
For years now, technology-assisted review (TAR), emailing threading, and
batching capabilities have improved how lawyers handle ESI. TAR delivers
powerful search results from data in a fraction of the time it takes with
manual processes.
Yesterday’s TAR is now complemented with continuous active machine
learning, giving the software the ability to learn (rathe r than be e xplicitly told)
exactly what information you want to find. It responds by prioritizing the
most relevant documents. You’re confident you’re dealing with the most
important information first.
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EDISCOVERY PROCESSES
TO BRING
IN-HOUSE
Time-consuming, tedious tasks such as tagging, categorizing and redacting
documents are automated, done for you in flash. With the use of strict
protocols, automated processes, and machine learning techniques, TAR can:
•
•
•

Reduce data sets by up to 90% simply through deduplication and
removing irrelevant system files
Reduce review costs by an additional 80 to 90% through the swiftness of
high-speed review.
Identify 2 to 3 times more relevant documents in a fraction of the time.

CHOOSE THE MOST
COST-EFFECTIV E OP TIONS
O N A C A S E - B Y - C A SE B A S I S
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KNOW WHAT GOOD
LOOKS
LIKE
The number one reason people choose a particular eDiscovery platform is
for its perceived ease of use. Perhaps a legal technology vendor once
promised simpler access to your data and quick review results. Then, they
shoved what might as well have been an interplanetary cosmic control
device at you.
It can’t be a solution if running it is more complicated than dealing with the
problem it solves. Ideal systems are designed specifically to empower you
meet eDiscovery challenges without repeated, lengthy training sessions or
the ability to code. You must be able to easily manage all your eDiscovery
through informative, user-friendly dashboards.
The chart below shows stages corporate legal departments often go
through in their attempts to manage data and eDiscovery processes inhouse and how strategies affect quality, security, risks, finances, and
collaboration.
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KNOW WHAT GOOD
LOOKS
LIKE
1.

Chaos without strategy. High costs and risks due to process
inefficiencies. Responses to issues are purely reactive. Total reliance on
external advisors and law firms.

2.

Use of IT tools and manual solutions such as Excel for legal holds,
searching with Microsoft, collecting file copies, reviewing in MS Office,
or redacting in Adobe are risky, inefficient, and expensive.

3.

One platform for all eDiscovery phases integrated into business
applications such as MS Office 365, corporate security and roles (Active
Directory). Cost-saving culling, easy collaboration.

4.

Data-driven decisions by using analytics. Prioritization and control
through data-driven eDiscovery.

5.

Teach software what you are looking for with machine learning and AI.
Use automatic anomaly detection, automatic document classification,
auto-redaction and other advanced AI techniques.

You must find the ideal combination of ease of use, quality, security,
reliability, and scalability in an eDiscovery platform so you feel confident in
your ability to rely on internal resources to:
•

Perform reliable and thorough early case assessments

•

Accurately predict and control costs, resources, and timelines

•

Prevent spoliation of potentially discoverable information
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KNOW WHAT GOOD
LOOKS
LIKE
•

Prevent reputation damage from litigation or privacy violations

•

Prevent unintentional errors by IT staff

•

Foster cooperation and collaboration among outside counsel, opposing
counsel, and third parties

•

Effectively comply with all laws, regulations and rules using defensible
procedures

•

Respond efficiently to public requests, agency audits, and government
inspections with defensible procedures
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GETTING CORPORATE
BUY-IN
As today’s drivers of change, corporate counsel now are asking:
•
•
•

How can I get corporate buy-in?
How can I show that in-house eDiscovery is advantageous for the whole
company?
What do I need to address to convince tightfisted executives that
investing in the legal department actually saves money?

We answer those questions and more in the white paper “Building the
Business Case to Bring eDiscovery In-House.” Learn how to define your
eDiscovery needs and discover how to avoid many of the roadblocks
encountered when attempting to bring eDiscovery in-house. You can find
additional insights in the whitepaper “The Hidden Costs of eDiscovery,”
which shows how traditional eDiscovery processes are riddled with
inefficiencies.
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